month eight - Zig-Zag

CORAL ANNIVERSARY

MONTH EIGHT - Zig-Zag
you need:
• 40 cms green (481111 Sunflower Green)
• long quarter navy (481115 Audrey Dark Blue)
• long quarter light (1525Q Linea)

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
GREEN
Cut three 4½in strips across the width of the fabric and set aside for the half-square triangles.
NAVY AND LIGHT
Cut three 2½in strips across the width of each fabric and set aside for the quarter-square triangle units.
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SEWING INSTRUCTIONS

CUTTING THE HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLES:

CUTTING THE QUARTER-SQUARE TRIANGLES:

1. Take a 4½in green strip and align the 4½in strip line
(finished size 4in x 8in) of the 45⁰ triangle of the Flying Geese
& 45/90 ruler along the bottom of the strip and the cut-off
top of the triangle along the top of the strip. Cut the first
triangle.

4. Lay one 2½in navy strip and one 2½in light strip right sides
together on your cutting mat and lay the 90° triangle of the
Flying Geese 45/90 ruler as shown lining up the 2½in strip
line at the bottom of the strip and the nubbed off top of the
ruler at the top of the strip. Cut the first pair of triangles.

4½in
strip line

2½in
strip line

2. Rotate the ruler 180° and cut the next triangle. Continue
along the strip to cut twelve triangles.

5. Rotate the ruler 180° and cut the next pair of triangles.
Continue along the strip to cut twelve pairs of triangles.
Repeat with all three pairs of strips to cut thirty-six pairs of
triangles.

4½in
strip line
2½in
strip line

3. Repeat with all three strips to make 36 triangles.
6. Sew the pairs of triangles together as shown, making sure
you sew eighteen one way and eighteen the other.
make 36
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7. You now have eighteen A units and eighteen B units.
A

11. Sew the two units together as shown, pinning at the
seam intersection to ensure a perfect match.

B

8. Take nine A units and nine B units and sew to a green
triangle as shown.

A

B

12. Repeat to make nine blocks and sew together as shown
to make Row Eight.

9. Rotate the B unit 90 degrees to the left as shown and sew
the two units together.
Alternative Design Tip
We designed our Month Eight row to have the dark navy
triangles at the bottom of the quilt. However, we can’t miss
this opportunity of giving you another design option for this
block. You can create a stunning twist effect just by swapping
the unit A and unit B in the bottom section.

make 9
top unit

10. Take the remaining nine A units and nine B units and sew
to a green triangle as shown.

make 9
bottom unit
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alternative
piecing of this
block

